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On trends of criminal and legal policy for countering  
extremist crime in the Republic of Kazakhstan 

To determine the current state of counteraction to this negative phenomenon, the authors conducted a com-
parative study of the norms of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan of 1997 and the Criminal 
Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan of 2014. The study object is the effectiveness of countering extremist 
crime based on the analysis of official statistics for the period 2015–2019. The study subject is the signs of 
extremist crimes. On the basis of the analysis of trends and amendments made to the Criminal Code of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan aimed at countering criminal extremist structures, the necessity to ensure stable crim-
inal law prohibitions in this area is concluded. In order to develop anti-criminal measures, it is proposed to 
apply an approach based on continuous monitoring of both: criminal situation and criminal law policy trends, 
building appropriate criminological models using quantitative and qualitative indicators. The significance of 
the formation of a scientifically based forecast of extremism as a negative social and legal phenomenon, 
which should be the basis for the planned activities, is separately indicated. It is noted that not all methods for 
analyzing time series and statistical tables make it possible to ensure the necessary accuracy of the forecast 
formed. 
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Introduction 

In recent years, private theories related to resolving issues of countering extremism and terrorism have 
been actively developed by local and foreign scholars. 

In our opinion, the position of Russian criminologists, who combine criminal violence, terrorism and 
armed criminal activity in the section called «Violentology» (the doctrine of violence), is noteworthy. De-
scribing terrorism as a system of violence, the authors analyze its subsystems of the social demand for terror-
ism, the artificial mass, self-preservation and self-reproduction [1; 273–280]. 

Some scientists consider terrorist crime or terrorism in the broad sense of the word. At the same time, in 
their opinion, terrorism as a complex social phenomenon includes three main elements: 1) extremist, terrorist 
ideology; 2) relevant organizations implementing a policy of violence in the form of extremist and terrorist 
manifestations; 3) the very practice of extremist and terrorist activities [2; 640–643]. 

As it can be seen, in the causal complex of this negative phenomenon, an ideology of an extremist sense 
and its distribution among various segments of the population, is becoming increasingly prominent. This is 
due to the socio-political nature of terrorism, the diversity of extremist manifestations, the heterogeneous 
composition of extremist organizations. 

In accordance with the topic of the scientific research, we have analyzed some of the basic laws of the 
criminal law policy on countering extremist crime. The choice of extremist crime as an object of research is 
determined by the following circumstances: an increased level of public danger, which is a system-forming 
and goal-setting sign [3; 132–133]; high latency of extremist crimes; its substantial resource endowment and 
transnational character; the constant appearance of new forms and methods of committing criminal offenses, 
including using modern technologies, involving specialists of the appropriate profile, etc. 

However, despite the basically common approaches used for the definition of extremist crime, until 
now its unified definition has not been developed. At the same time, according to the fair opinion of re-
searchers, the lack of a legislative definition and unity in the use of terminology is a key point that reflects 
the understanding, approach and measures to counter extremist crime in the Republic of Kazakhstan [4]. 
Therefore, we will use the criminal law and theoretical models contained in the Criminal Code of the Repub-
lic of Kazakhstan and representing signs of specific elements of extremist crimes as formalized criteria for 
extremist crime. 
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Materials and methods 

The methodological background of this study was made of the dialectical method as a basis for cogni-
tion of social and criminological phenomena of reality in their development. Taking into consideration the 
interdisciplinary nature of the problem studied, private scientific methods (formal logical, comparative legal, 
statistical, historical and legal methods of scientific knowledge) were also used, when writing the article. 
Historical and legal research was based on work with the texts of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Ka-
zakhstan of 1997 and the Criminal Code of the Republic of 2014. 

The used statistical method revealed the existing dependencies between changes in legislation and the 
state of investigative and judicial practice. 

Results 

Analysis of the current anti-extremist legislation 
In order to determine trends in the legal policy of countering extremist crime in the Republic of Ka-

zakhstan, we have analyzed the regulatory acts adopted since the independence of Kazakhstan at the interna-
tional, regional and national levels. 

The international community, emphasizing that «terrorism and extremism cannot and should not be as-
sociated with any religion, nationality or civilization», and in this context, highlighting «the importance of 
promoting tolerance and inter-religious dialogue», calls on all relevant institutions to support states, interna-
tional, subregional and regional organizations in order to maintain peace, security and stability. 

The Shanghai Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism, Separatism and Extremism, signed on June 
15, 2001, ratified by the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated April 18, 2002, includes twenty-one arti-
cles and Appendix. 

Protocol on amendments to the Shanghai Convention was ratified by the Law of the Republic of Ka-
zakhstan dated April 7, 2008. 

This convention discloses the content of terrorism, separatism, extremism, which have the unified na-
ture, while the definition of extremism focuses on the violent nature of assaults: extremism is an act aimed at 
seizing or keeping power through the use of violence or changing violently the constitutional regime of a 
State, as well as a violent encroachment upon public security, including organization, for the above purposes, 
of illegal armed formations and participation in them, criminally prosecuted in conformity with the national 
laws of the Parties. 

The Action Plan for the Prevention of Violent Extremism (report of the UN Secretary-General at the 
seventieth session of the UN dated December 24, 2015) states that the definition of this concept «is the pre-
rogative of member states and must comply with their obligations under international law, in particular inter-
national law in the field of human rights» [5]. The Action Plan contains an analysis of the conditions and 
factors contributing to violent extremism; program of action: recommendations for the prevention of violent 
extremism; call for concerted actions. 

However, the term «violent extremism» has not received widespread support and application at the leg-
islative level in the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

At the regional level, post-Soviet countries see «terrorism» as one of the forms of «other violent mani-
festations of extremism», also without revealing the content of these terms. 

The concept of cooperation of the member states of the Commonwealth of Independent States in the 
fight against terrorism and other violent manifestations of extremism, approved by the Decision of the Coun-
cil of Heads of CIS States dated August 26, 2005, fixed the goals, objectives and principles of cooperation of 
the CIS member states in the fight against terrorism and extremism; main directions and forms of coopera-
tion in the fight against terrorism and extremism. 

The mechanism for the implementation of the Concept has been reflected in medium-term cooperation 
programs: 

 for 2005–2007 (approved by the Decision of the Council of Heads of CIS States dated August 26, 2005); 
 for 2017–2019 (approved by the Decision of the Council of Heads of CIS States dated September 16, 

2016); 
 for 2020–2022 (approved by the Decision of the Council of Heads of CIS States dated October 11, 2019). 
Interstate procedures at the CIS level are carried out in the following areas: Organizational and legal 

measures; Organizational and practical activities; Information and analytical activity; Scientific and method-
ological work; Personnel training; Financial provision. 
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The legal and organizational frameworks of countering extremism in order to protect the rights and 
freedoms of man and citizen, the foundations of the constitutional system, ensuring the sovereignty of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, the integrity, inviolability and inalienability of its territory, national security are 
defined in the special Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated February 18, 2005 «On countering extrem-
ism». It shall be noted that in the original version, Article 1 of the Law disclosed the content of the basic 
concepts in the following sequence: organization of extremist actions; countering extremism; extremism pre-
vention; extremist acts; extremism; extremist organization; extremist materials; financing of extremism. 

Considering the requirements of legal writing, according to which the terms and definitions in a regula-
tory legal act in Russian must comply with the order of their presentation in the Kazakh language, the Law of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan dated November 3, 2014 «On Amendments and Additions to Some Legislative 
Acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Countering Extremism and terrorism» the corresponding changes 
were made to this article. The current wording of Article 1 of the Law, first of all, explains the meaning of 
the concepts of «extremism», «countering extremism», and then «financing of extremism», «prevention of 
extremism», «extremist actions», «organization of extremist actions», «extremist materials», «extremist 
group», «extremist organization». 

In the normative definition of extremism, three main forms of its manifestation are distinguished: politi-
cal, national and religious. Meanwhile, as reasonably noted by A.A. Biebayeva, F.S. Zhaksybekova at the 
practical level the listed forms of extremism are poorly separated, since they never really appear in a «pure» 
form [6]. 

The state five-year programs to combat religious extremism and terrorism in the Republic of Kazakh-
stan (for 2013–2017, 2018–2022) include goals, objectives, target indicators and performance indicators of 
the programs; main directions, ways to achieve the goals of the programs and related measures; program im-
plementation stages. As can be seen, the names of the program documents of Kazakhstan reflect the counter-
action to religious extremism as a priority. It shall be noted that in order to characterize this form of extrem-
ism, researchers use various terms: messianic terrorism, inspired by religious beliefs (M. Tehranyan); fun-
damental religious terrorism (O.K. Balan); group of religious nature, and others. 

At the same time, any ideology can potentially have representatives who hold extreme views and resort 
to violence. Therefore, extremism cannot be associated with only one particular religion. 

We also note that the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, Heiner Bielefeldt, speaking at 
the Human Rights Council on December 23, 2014, presented the report «Promotion and protection of all 
human rights, civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, including the right for development (Gen-
eral Assembly)» noted the following. Recognizing generally the presence of religious and ethnic pluralism in 
Kazakhstan, there is a negative attitude towards some non-traditional religious communities. Exposure to 
religious radicalism is largely due to the Soviet legacy, resulting in that the majority of believers do not have 
a deep understanding of their own religious traditions. Moreover, the lack of a clear definition of extremist 
crimes, the use of broad terminology leads to legal uncertainty with associated negative consequences for 
freedom of expression and freedom of religion and belief, and an extremely broad and vague definition of 
religious extremism creates the conditions for its arbitrary application. It is recommended that Kazakhstan 
use the Rabat Plan of Action introduced by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human 
Rights in 2012 as a practical guide [7]. 

Criminal liability for extremist crimes 
According to paragraph 39 of article 3 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, acts stipu-

lated by articles 174, 179, 180, 181, 182, 184, 258, 259, 260, 267, 404 (parts two and three) and 405 of the 
Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan are classified as extremist crimes. 

As a comparative study of the norms of the Criminal Code of 1997 and the current Criminal Code 
shows, there is a trend of increase of the number of extremist crimes from eleven to twelve components of 
crime, as well as qualitative changes in the content of criminal law norms. 

Thus, the increase in the number of crimes classified as extremist occurred due to the criminalization of 
the compositions of the Separatist activity and the inclusion in the list of extremist crimes of the composi-
tions of the Establishment, leadership of the extremist group or participation in its activities; Terrorist or ex-
tremist training. 

The article-by-article analysis of the elements of extremist crimes (according to the Criminal Code of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan of 2014) in comparison with the elements of crimes containing elements of ex-
tremism (according to the Criminal Code of the Republic of 1997) is characterized by the following innova-
tions. In part 1 of article 177 of the Criminal Code, the element of incitement of «class» hatred is criminal-
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ized. The purpose in the composition of the Armed Rebellion has been expanded (part 1 of article 181 of the 
Criminal Code). Qualifying elements were criminalized in part 2 of article 179 of the Criminal Code, part 2 
of article 181 of the Criminal Code, part 2 of article 288 of the Criminal Code. The punishments have been 
toughened in the sanctions of parts 1–3 of article 174 of the Criminal Code, part 3 of article 189 of the Crim-
inal Code, part 2 of article 181 of the Criminal Code, article 184 of the Criminal Code, parts 1–2 of article 
259 of the Criminal Code. 

Taking into account features of the immediate object and the proximity of the construction of the objec-
tive side of the elements of crimes, the legislator placed extremist crimes in the following chapters: 

 crimes encroaching on the peace and security of mankind (one crime is extremist — Inciting social, 
national, tribal, racial, class or religious hatred); 

 criminal offenses encroaching on the foundations of the constitutional system and the security of the 
state (five crimes are extremist — propaganda or public calls for seizing or holding power, as well as seizing 
or holding power or forcibly changing the constitutional system of the Republic of Kazakhstan; Separatist 
activity; Armed rebellion; Establishment, leadership of extremist group or participation in its activities; Sab-
otage); 

 criminal offenses encroaching on public safety (four crimes are extremist — Financing terrorist or ex-
tremist activities and other aiding terrorism or extremism; Recruiting or training or arming individuals to 
organize terrorist or extremist activities; Undergoing terrorist or extremist training; Organization of illegal 
paramilitary forces); 

 criminal offenses encroaching on the administrative order (two crimes are extremist — Establishment, 
leadership and participation in the activities of illegal public and other associations committed under aggra-
vating circumstances; Organization and participation in the activities of a public or religious association or 
other organization after a court decision to prohibit their activities or liquidation in connection with their ex-
tremism or terrorism). 

Taking into account the increased public danger, extremist group and terrorist group are determined as 
independent sub-types of the organized group. Extremist group is an organized group aimed at the commis-
sion of one or several extremist crimes (paragraph 40 of article 3 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan). Terrorist group is an organized group aimed at the commission of one or several terrorist 
crimes (paragraph 31 of article 3 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan). 

It shall also be noted that for the first time in the current domestic legislation the Supreme Court of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan adopted a special normative resolution «On some issues of judicial practice on the 
application of legislation on terrorist and extremist crimes» on December 8, 2017. 

The necessity for a highest court to clarify the qualifications of terrorist and extremist crimes is due to 
the fact that they «cause significant harm to public security and undermine the foundations of statehood». 

Discussion 

Features of statistical records of crimes related to extremism, terrorism 
The competent authority — the Committee on the Legal Statistics and Special Accounts of the General 

Prosecutor's Office of the Republic of Kazakhstan — independently records crimes related to extremism and 
terrorist activities. 

By the order of the Prosecutor General of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated March 29, 2012 No. 33, the 
form of report No. 1-ET «On crimes and offenses, related to extremism, terrorist activity and the state of 
prosecutor’s supervision» was approved, the Instructions for its compilation and maintaining a database of 
individuals, brought to justice for crimes and offenses related to extremism, terrorist activities and organiza-
tions recognized by the court as extremist, terrorist. 

In accordance with this order, the statistical report included summary information on eight sections: 
«Information on crimes related to extremism and terrorist activities»; «Information on the persons who 
committed crimes related to extremism, terrorist activity»; «Information on the seizure of extremist materi-
als, weapons, ammunition and explosives»; «Supervision of the application of laws in the adjudication of 
criminal acts related to extremism and terrorist activities»; «Information on individuals convicted of crimes 
related to extremism and terrorist activity»; «Information on offenses related to extremism and terrorist ac-
tivities»; «Information on the state of prosecutorial supervision of countering extremism and combating ter-
rorist activity»; «Supervision of the legitimacy of the arrest, detention of suspects in the commission of 
crimes related to extremism, terrorist activities». 
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А.М. Қалғожинова, Б.А. Аманжолова, Ж.Б. Уəлиева 

Қазақстан Республикасында экстремистік қылмыстылыққа қарсы  
іс-қимылдың қылмыстық құқықтық саясатының бағдары жөнінде 

Экстремистік қылмыстылыққа қарсы іс-қимылдың қазіргі заманауи жағдайын анықтау үшін авторлар 
1997 жылғы Қазақстан Республикасының Қылмыстық кодексі мен 2014 жылғы Қазақстан 
Республикасының Қылмыстық кодексі нормаларына салыстырмалы зерттеу жүргізген. 2015-2019 
жылдар аралығындағы ресми статистиканы талдау негізінде экстремистік қылмысқа қарсы тұрудың 
тиімділігін анықтау зерттеу нысаны болып табылады. Зерттеу пəні ретінде экстремистік қылмыс 
құрамдарының белгілерін анықтау. Қылмыстық экстремистік құрылымдарға қарсы іс-қимылдарға 
бағытталған ҚР ҚК-не енгізілген өзгертулер мен толықтырулар үдерісін талдау негізінде осы салада 
тұрақты қылмыстық-құқықтық тыйым салуды қамтамасыз ету қажеттілігі туралы тұжырым жасалған. 
Қылмыстылыққа қарсы шараларды жасақтау мақсатында сандық жəне сапалық көрсеткіштерді 
пайдалану арқылы, сəйкес криминологиялық үлгі құрастыру үшін криминогендік жағдайды əрі 
қылмыстық-құқықтық саясат бағдарын үнемі бақылауға негізделген тəсілдерді қолдану ұсынылған. 
Жоспарланған шаралар негізіне жататын, экстремизмді келеңсіз əлеуметтік-құбылыс ретінде танитын, 
ғылыми негізделген болжамды қалыптастыру маңыздылығы жеке анықталған. Динамикалық қатарлар 
мен статистикалық кестені талдаудың барлық əдістері жасалған болжамның қажетті дəлдігін 
қамтамасыз ете алмайтыны да анықталған. 

Кілт сөздер: экстремизмге қарсы заңнама, қылмыстық саясат бағдары, экстремистік қылмыстар, 
статистикалық есеп, экстремизмге қарсы іс-қимыл. 
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А.М. Калгужинова, Б.А. Аманжолова, Ж.Б. Уалиева 

О тенденциях уголовно-правовой политики противодействия  
экстремистской преступности в Республике Казахстан 

Для определения современного состояния противодействия экстремистской преступности авторами 
проведено сравнительное исследование норм Уголовного кодекса Республики Казахстан 1997 г. и 
Уголовного кодекса Республики Казахстан 2014 г. Объектом исследования является эффективность 
противодействия экстремистской преступности на основе анализа официальной статистики за период 
2015–2019 гг. Предметом исследования выступают признаки составов экстремистских преступлений. 
На основе анализа тенденций изменений и дополнений, внесенных в УК РК, направленных на проти-
водействие криминальным экстремистским структурам, сделан вывод о необходимости обеспечить 
стабильные уголовно-правовые запреты в данной области. В целях выработки антикриминальных ме-
роприятий предложено применять подход, основанный на постоянном мониторинге как криминоген-
ной обстановки, так и тенденций уголовно-правовой политики, на построении соответствующих кри-
минологических моделей с использованием количественных и качественных показателей. Отдельно 
указано значение формирования научно обоснованного прогноза экстремизма как негативного соци-
ально-правового явления, который должен быть положен в основу планируемых мероприятий. Отме-
чено, что не все методы анализа динамических рядов и статистических таблиц позволяют обеспечить 
необходимую точность формируемого прогноза. 

Ключевые слова: антиэкстремистское законодательство, тенденции уголовной политики, экстремист-
ские преступления, статистический учет, противодействие экстремизму. 
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